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1. Introduction
The alliance of logics and linguistics as mediated by (language) philosophy and (discrete) mathematics has long been (and partly still is) dominating the way in what (notational) terms natural languages structures and their functions are to be explicated and how cognitive processes of understanding should be modeled. As it is common practice in cognitive modeling and formal semantics\(^1\) to identify real world entities with the structures that represent them, this identification is rather more hiding instead of revealing what enables a sign structure to represent and stand for (or symbolize) something else. Some of the problems such models encounter are due to the declarative formats employed (symbolic, compositional, propositional) and the procedures chosen (rule-based, modular, deterministic) in depicting and manipulating the entities (elements, structures, relations, functions, and processes) which are to represent the (world, linguistic, situational) knowledge considered conditional for the explicative comprehension of how natural languages serve the purposes they do.

Other than these declarative models of cognitive processes which operate on symbol representations and essentially static knowledge bases, procedural approaches strive to come to grips with the dynamics of cognition as a multi-layered process [8] that allows to cope with the variability and vagueness, adaptivity and learning, emergence and plasticity of knowledge and understanding [9]. Procedural modeling employs (numerical or sub-symbolic, distributed, non-propositional) formats whose (parallel, pattern-based, quantitative) computation may result in (the emergence of) entities which are the outcome rather than presuppositions of processing, and whose modeling is a form of realization rather than simulation [4].

2. Semiotic Cognitive Information Processing
Modeling *Semiotic Cognitive Information Processing* (SCIP) [6], [7] is inspired by *information systems theory*. It concentrates on (natural and/or artificial) systems’ embeddedness in their respective environments (*situatedness*) whose knowledge-based processing of information makes them cognitive, and whose sign and symbol generation, manipulation, and understanding capabilities render them *semiotic*. SCIP systems’ capability to perform cycles of cognitive processes and to represent their results in increments of emerging structures allows to model the dynamics of learning and development. Activation of earlier representational results from prior processing and selection of relevant portions from these dependency structured representations (*dispositions*) which are modified according to changing conditions, relevancies, and states of evolving system-environment adaptedness, is what makes

\(^1\) *Situation theory* [1], [2] excepted.
this form of complex, multi-resolutional information processing be tied to (or even identified with) the faculty of language understanding. Whenever cognitive processes are modeled as being based upon structures whose representational status is not a presupposition to but a result from such algorithmic processing, then these algorithms – being able to instantiate and modify the structures they are operating on – may qualify as semiotic and part of computational semiotics.

3. Dynamic Image Generating Semantics

The perception based approach of SCIP systems to discourse understanding is – like vision [3] – part of a dynamic image generating semantics (DIGS) which complements the symbolic (de)composition of propositional structures in traditional formal approaches to the semantics of natural language [11], [12]. Grounded in system-environment situations, DIGS represents meanings as structured sets of perspectival relations (dispositional dependencies) among new entities (meaning points) which emerge in multi-layered vector space mappings (corpus space, semantic space) from computation of (patterns of syntagmatic and paradigmatic) combinatorial constraints in (not necessarily natural) language material processed.

3.1 In order to demonstrate the SCIP systems’ potential of discourse understanding, it can be evaluated against the certainty of formally defined language descriptions [13]. For this purpose a particular test scenario was chosen, confining the discourse material to language descriptions of real world situations (not to symbolic structures representing them) on the one hand, and the processing to well defined formalism with algorithmized and implemented numerical pattern detection, measuring, and/or mapping procedures (not to formal definitions of rule based symbol manipulation functions) on the other.

3.2 For the description process an algorithmic language production approach was implemented based on a formally specified syntax and semantics as provided by computational linguistics. These define a notion of correctness and truth for the dynamic generation of propositional structures which describe changing real world situations in a formally controlled way. Assembled to collections of increasing size, this language material forms a PHT-corpus (of pragmatically homogeneous texts) whose semantic contents are the described situations these texts refer to.

3.3 For the process of understanding, some well defined, semiotic algorithms were implemented for the detection and recursive computation of combinatorial constraints in texts as well as their multi-layered, multi-resolutinsal representation in (patterns of) distributions of (observable and emergent) entities. In all, they realize a procedural notion of semioticity, formally defined as a system of morphisms which specify Peirce’s conception of semiosis 2 for empirical application in a SCIP setting.

3.4 As SCIP is defined to work sub-symbolically – without any (presupposed knowledge of) syntax or semantics – on the basis of perceiving (patterns of) material language entities in NL discourse, the processing results or states of the system’s semantic space structure can be visualized. These image representations resemble the over-all real world scenario as described by the natural language texts processed which is tantamount to the realized constitution of meaning or the understanding of discourse and what it purports to communicate.

---

2“By semiosis I mean […] an action, or influence, which is, or involves, a co-operation of three subjects, such as sign, its object, and its interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any way resolvable into actions between pairs.” [5, p.282]
4. Experiments and Tests

The 2-dim scenario of the real world (Fig. 1 upper left) is a reference plane with two stationary objects (environment), and an oriented mobile SCIP agent (system) which are structurally coupled [10] by a corpus of situated (true and correct) NL expressions of possible system-position/object-location (SPOL) relations. The perception-based, non-symbolic processing of these descriptions for vectorial meaning points’ representation in semantic space allows to compute its over-all structure as an image (Fig. 1) of regions of potential object locations by profile lines of common likelihood (isoreferentials).

A prototype SCIP implementation will be presented realizing the formally controlled description of changing real world situations, and the SCIP system’s subsequent understanding of these descriptions in a multi-level process of constraint detection and representation whose visualizations allow for ad oculos tests of the system’s understanding capabilities. The

---

3 e.g. “Triangle is very far in front, rather near to the left. Square is very near in front, extremely near to the right. …” etc.
demonstration of these processes cover variable system-environment situations to illustrate the real-time performance of a perception based, procedural approach to the dynamics of semiotically grounded meaning constitution as a base model for (natural language) understanding.
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